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The expulsion of members of the Cooperative Housing Association is an extreme measure, and most societies see it as a last resort. If everything else can't set things up correctly, the only way to expel the members involved is to do so. In the case of extreme need for the expulsion of members, the laws
and procedures set out in Article 35 of the Maharashtra Co-operative Act of 1960 and Article 28, Article 29 of the Maharashtra Cooperative Regulations are read in the Model-by Act of No.51 to 56 of the Bai Act. Grounds for the expulsion of a member: In the case of such a member, the member may be
expelled from the member of the association: the act of the member did not persistently pay the crime caused by the society, which is harmful to the interests or proper work of the society. There is a custom that violates any of the provisions of The Bi-Rose of the Association, and in the opinion of the
Commission has a serious nature. Society may, by resolution passed by resolution (by a majority of at least three-fourths or more), expel members who have the right to vote to attend a general meeting held for a purpose for harmful to the interests of society or appropriate work. The resolution will not be
valid unless the resolution is valid unless the member concerned is given the opportunity to represent his case to the general body and approved by the registrar. Impact of expulsion on members of society: Members are formally expelled from members of society and stop becoming members of society
from the date on which the resolution of expulsion from members of the Union is approved by the co-op registrar. Society. The handing over of the flat: officially expelled members of the society have no right to continue the occupation of his apartment and he must arrange to hand over the peaceful and
vacant possession of his apartment to the secretary of society within such a period of time that the administrative committee may permit. If he didn't, he would be responsible for being kicked out of his apartment. Read to Members: - Members of an Association expelled from a Member are not eligible to
be eligible to be a member of the Association from the date of withdrawal until the expiration of one year. Considering the Basic Obligations of cooperative housing societycan protect the interests of society and expel members against which their actions are harmful to the interests of society. The process
of expulsion is fair and both parties, namely the trustees and members who may be affected, are given the opportunity to express their point of view. If the steering committee of the Cooperative Housing Association decides to expel a member from a member of society, it is necessary to entrust the
resolution to that effect. This topic should be included in the agenda of the next general meeting. Any member who may be affected must be notified for at least one month in order to continue attending the General Assembly or to submit in writing to Show-Cause why he should not be expelled. Only then
can the general body proceed to consider a resolution to expel members. However, this resolution must be supported by more than three-fourths of the members who are expected to vote and attend the General Assembly, and once the resolution is passed, it must be forwarded to the registration body for
approval. While reviewing the resolution, the registrar will check to see if the association complies with the necessary procedures. And whatever the registrar's decision (approval or rejection) is communicated to members and cooperative housing associations, the expulsion of members is the most severe
punishment, often meaning the way members leave the Cooperative Housing Association forever. Case Law:- V. Shrynivasan V/s. Maha. (2003 (3) Maha Law Journal 189) Registrar of Satis chandra V/s. Corp Society, Delhi (1994 (4) SCC 302) Vijay Ramji Pawar V/s. Gilna Sahakari Harukana (1986
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printing, or appropriate documents - printed text can be digitized and used electronically, edited, searched, stored more compactly, viewed online, and used in processes such as cognitive computing machines, machine translation, (extraction) text reading, key data, text mining, etc. OCR is a research
field of pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer vision. Early versions were trained with images of each character and had to work with one source at a time. Advanced systems that provide high recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common and are supported for entries in a variety
of digital image file formats. On some systems, you can reproduce output formats that are very close to the original page, such as images, columns, and other non-text components. Page 2Graphic character recognition or optical character reader (OCR) is the electronic conversion of coded text input,
handwriting, or printed text images into coded machine text. text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text overlaund on an image (such as text on a sign in a horizontal photo), subtitles of text that is overlaund on an image (for example, text on a sign in a landscape photo), subtitles of text that is
overlaasted on an image (such as text on a sign in a landscape photo), or text subtitles (such as text on a sign in a landscape photo) or Subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (such as text on a landscape
label), and subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (from a TV program). Text that is widely used as a form of data entry for printed paper data records, such as passport documents, invoices, statements, computerized receipts, business cards, mail, electrical prints of static data, or appropriate
documents, is a common way to digitally print text so that it can be edited and searched electronically. is displayed online and stored more compactly for use in processes such as cognitive computing machines, machine translation, (extracted) text reading, key data, and text mining. OCR is a research
field of pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer vision. Early versions were trained with images of each character and had to work with one source at a time. Advanced systems that provide high recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common and are supported for entries in a variety
of digital image file formats. On some systems, you can reproduce output formats that are very close to the original page, such as images, columns, and other non-text components. Page 3 Graphic character recognition or optical character reader (OCR) is the electronic or mechanical conversion of typed,
handwritten, or printed text images into mechanical text.Scand documents, document photos, scene photos (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), or subtitles of text over top of an image (such as a TV show). Text that is widely used as a form of data entry for printed paper data records, such as
passport documents, invoices, statements, computerized receipts, business cards, mail, electrical prints of static data, or appropriate documents, is a common way to digitally print text so that it can be edited and searched electronically. is displayed online and stored more compactly for use in processes
such as cognitive computing machines, machine translation, (extracted) text reading, key data, and text mining. OCR is a research field of pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer vision. Early versions were trained with images of each character and had to work with one source at a time.
Advanced systems that provide high recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common and are supported for entries in a variety of digital image file formats. On some systems, you can reproduce output formats that are very close to the original page, such as images, columns, and other non-text
components. Page 4Graphic character recognition or optical character reader (OCR) is an electronic conversion of typed, handwritten, or printed text images in encoded machine text, such as scanned documents, photos from documents, scene photos (such as landscape label text), or subtitles of text
overlayed to an image (for example, Horizontal photo sign text) or text subtitles (e.g., text on a sign in a photo) or subtitles of text that is overlaund on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), or subtitles of
text (such as text on a horizontal photo sign) (e.g., text on a sign in a landscape photo), subtitles of text that is overlaund on an image (such as text on a sign in a landscape photo), subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (for example, text on a signboard in a landscape photo), or from a TV
program. Text that is widely used as a form of data entry for printed paper data records, such as passport documents, invoices, statements, computerized receipts, business cards, mail, electrical prints of static data, or appropriate documents, is a common way to digitally print text so that it can be edited
and searched electronically. is displayed online and stored more compactly for use in processes such as cognitive computing machines, machine translation, (extracted) text reading, key data, and text mining. OCR is a research field of pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer vision. Early
versions were trained with images of each character and had to work with one source at a time. Advanced systems that achieve high recognition accuracy in most sources are now common.Entries in the digital image file format. On some systems, you can reproduce output formats that are very close to
the original page, such as images, columns, and other non-text components. Page 5Graphic character recognition or optical character reader (OCR) can be a scanned document, a photo from a document, a scene photo (such as horizontal photo sign text), or subtitles of text over an image (such as the
text on a horizontal photo sign) or text subtitles (for example, horizontal photo billboard text) or text subtitles (for example, horizontal photo billboard text). Horizontal photo signboard text) or text subtitles (e.g. text on text), type of encoded machine text, handwriting, or electronic or mechanical conversion
of printed text images. text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text overlaund on an image (such as text on a sign in a horizontal photo), subtitles of text that is overlaund on an image (for example, text on a sign in a landscape photo), subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (such as text on a



sign in a landscape photo), or text subtitles (such as text on a sign in a landscape photo) or Subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (such as text on a landscape label), and subtitles of text that is overlaasted
on an image (from a TV program). Text that is widely used as a form of data entry for printed paper data records, such as passport documents, invoices, statements, computerized receipts, business cards, mail, electrical prints of static data, or appropriate documents, is a common way to digitally print text
so that it can be edited and searched electronically. is displayed online and stored more compactly for use in processes such as cognitive computing machines, machine translation, (extracted) text reading, key data, and text mining. OCR is a research field of pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and
computer vision. Early versions were trained with images of each character and had to work with one source at a time. Advanced systems that provide high recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common and are supported for entries in a variety of digital image file formats. On some systems, you
can reproduce output formats that are very close to the original page, such as images, columns, and other non-text components. Page 6 Graphic Character Recognition or Optical Character Reader (OCR) is an electronic conversion of typed, handwritten, or printed text images in encoded machine text,
such as scanned documents, photos from documents, scene photos (such as landscape label text), or subtitles of text overlayed to an image (for example, text on a horizontal photo sign). text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text overlaund on an image (such as text on a sign in a horizontal photo),
subtitles of text that is overlaund on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), text subtitles (such as horizontal photo sign text), or text subtitles that are stacked on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign). (e.g., text on a sign in a landscape photo), subtitles of text that is overlaund on
an image (such as text on a landscape label), subtitles on text that is overlaasted on an image (for example, from a TV program). Text that is widely used as a form of data entry for printed paper data records, such as passport documents, invoices, statements, computerized receipts, business cards,
mail, electrical prints of static data, or appropriate documents, is a common way to digitally print text so that it can be edited and searched electronically. It is stored more compactly, displayed online, and used for cognitive computing machines, machine translation, and text-to-text processing.Key data and
text mining. OCR is a research field of pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer vision. Early versions were trained with images of each character and had to work with one source at a time. Advanced systems that provide high recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common and are
supported for entries in a variety of digital image file formats. On some systems, you can reproduce output formats that are very close to the original page, such as images, columns, and other non-text components. Page 7Graphic character recognition or optical character reader (OCR) can be a scanned
document, a photo from a document, a scene photo (such as horizontal photo sign text), subtitles of text over an image (for example, text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text (e.g., text on a horizontal photo sign), or text subtitles (for example, text on a horizontal photo sign). Photo signboard text)
or text subtitles (e.g., text on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text in a photo sign) or text subtitles (e.g., text on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text on a symbol on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text of a photo signboard) or text subtitles (e.g., text of a symbol on a
photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text on a photo) or overlapping subtitles (e.g., text of a symbol on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text of a symbol on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text of a symbol on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text on a sign on a horizontal photo of a photo), or subtitles of text that is
overlaasted on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text on top of an image (such as horizontal photo sign text) or text subtitles Text titles that are overlaund on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text that is overlaund on an image (such as text on a
horizontal photo sign), subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (such as text on a landscape photo sign), and subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (e.g., text on a horizontal photo sign), or from a TV program). Text that is widely used as a form of data entry for printed paper data
records, such as passport documents, invoices, statements, computerized receipts, business cards, mail, electrical prints of static data, or appropriate documents, is a common way to digitally print text so that it can be edited and searched electronically. is displayed online and stored more compactly for
use in processes such as cognitive computing machines, machine translation, (extracted) text reading, key data, and text mining. OCR is a research field of pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer vision. Early versions were trained with images of each character and had to work with one
source at a time. Advanced systems that provide high recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common and are supported for entries in a variety of digital image file formats. On some systems, you can reproduce output formats that are very close to the original page, such as images, columns, and
other non-text components. Page 8 Graphic character recognition or optical character reader (OCR) can be used for scanned documents, photos from documents, scene photos (such as horizontal photo sign text), or text subtitles (e.g., horizontal photo billboard text), text subtitles (e.g., horizontal photo
billboard text), and text subtitles (e.g., photo signboard text). or text subtitles (e.g., text in an image) or text subtitles (e.g., text on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text of a symbol on a photo) or text subtitles (e.g., text of text on a photo) or text subtitles Subtitles of text
(e.g., text of symbols on photos) or subtitles of text (e.g., text of symbols on photos) or subtitles of text (e.g., text on photos) or subtitles of overlapping (e.g., text of symbols on photos) or text subtitles (e.g., text of symbols on photos) or subtitles of text (e.g., text of symbols on photos) or text subtitles (e.g.,
text of symbols on photos) or text subtitles (e.g., text of symbols on photos) or text subtitles (e.g., text of symbols on photos) or text subtitles (e.g., text of symbols on photos) or text subtitles (e.g., text of symbols on photos) or text subtitles (e.g., text of symbols on photos) For example, the text of the
symbol above the photo) or subtitles of the text (e.g., the text of the symbol above the photo), the text subtitles on the horizontal photo sign, or the subtitles of the text that is overlaunded on the image (such as the text on the sign of the horizontal photo), subtitles of the text that is stacked on the image
(such as the text of the sign on the horizontal photo) or subtitles of the text (such as the text of the sign on the horizontal photo) Text titles that are overlaund on an image (such as horizontal photo sign text), text subtitles that are overlaund on an image (such as text on a horizontal photo sign), subtitles of
text that is overlaasted on an image (such as text on a landscape photo sign), or subtitles of text that is overlaasted on an image (for example, text on a horizontal photo sign), or from a TV program. Widely used as a form of data entry for printed paper data records - passport documents, invoices,
ifComputerized receipts, business cards, emails, electrical prints of static data, or appropriate documents are displayed online for use in processes such as digitalization, electronically editing, searching, saving, displaying online, cognitive computing machines, machine translation, (extracted) text-to-
speech, cognitive machines, translations, This is a common method used in processes such as text extraction. , Key data and text mining. OCR is a research field of pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer vision. Early versions were trained with images of each character and had to work
with one source at a time. Advanced systems that provide high recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common and are supported for entries in a variety of digital image file formats. On some systems, you can reproduce output formats that are very close to the original page, such as images,
columns, and other non-text components. Text.
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